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A connection acceptance algorithm for A TM pipes (i. e. trunks within an ATM network or links 
within an ATM exchange) is investigated which allows statistical multiplexing of heterogeneous traffic. 
It is demonstrated how to calculate the connection blocking probability of an ATM pipe controlled by 
this algorithm, using the concept of acceptance regions and blocking boundaries in conjunction with 
the generalized multidimensional Erlang loss formula. The performance of the algorithm IS compared 
with that of peak bit rate reservation for several examples. 

1. Introduction 

In an Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) network, 
the connection admission control (CAC) has to decide 
whether the idle bandwidth of a pipe O.e. a trunk 
within the A TM network or a link within an ATM 
exchange) is sufficient to accept an incoming new 
connection without puttin~ the Grade of Service (GaS) 
of any of the connections on the pipe outside 
specified limits. The decision to accept an additional 
connection depends on connection parameter values 
which have to be negotiated at connection set up time 
by the terminal equipment and the network. 
Throughout the holding time of the connection it has 
to be monitored that the source behaves within the 
agreed parameter values. The algorithm used by' the 
CAC O.e. the connection acceptance algorithm) 
should support statistical multiplexing in order to 
efficiently exploit the transmission capacity of an ATM 
pipe used by variable bit rate (VBR) connections. On 
the other hand, it has to be simple due to real time 
constraints and should use only such connection 
parameters which can be monitored by the network in 
an efficient way. 

In the literature several connection acceptance 
algorithms have been discussed ([1] - [4]). The 
approach of [21 uses two parameters to characterize 
a connection: the mean bit rate and an upper bound 
for the bit rate variance defined with the aid of a 
-Gaussian envelope- of the source distribution. In [4] 
the mean bit rate, the peak bit rate and an upper 
bound for the bit rate variance calculated from these 
two parameters are used. In this paper we describe a 
generalized version of the connection acceptance 
algorithm presented in [4]. It is proposed to choose 
the upper bound for the bit rate variance dependent 
on the behaviour of the source. For a lot of video 
codecs the upper bound proposed in [2] may be ade
quate. For data traffic the upper bound calculated 
from the mean and peak bit rates seems more 
favourable. The algorithm presented here guarantees 
that the cell loss probability due to buffer overflow 
remains below a predefined value for every accepted 
connection. Waitin~ times are not considered here. 
However, the algorithm can be modified such that it is 
guaranteed that the waiting times exceed a critical 
value only with a given probability. In the second part 
of the paper it is shown how to calculate the 

connection blocking probability for the presented ac
ceptance algorithm with the aid of the generalized 
multidimensional Erlang loss formula. The formula is 
applied to investigate the performance of the ac
ceptance algorithm in the case of heterogeneous data 
traffic. 

2. Characterization of ATM Connections 

The connection acceptance algorithm considered 
here is based on a traffic model (see also [4]) that 
describes A TM connections on three levels which 
refer to different time scales: the cell level, the burst 
level and the connection level. On the cell level a 
connection is characterized by the distribution of the 
cell interarrival times. On the burst level a connection 
is described by the Onstantaneous) bit rate which is 
considered as a function of time. Here it is assumed 
that the instantaneous bit rate at time t is given by a 
random variable ~ having a distribution which is 
independent of t. On the connection level a 
connection is characterized by the holding time and 
additional parameters, e.g. the expectation m = E~) 
of the random variable ~ (mean bit rate of the 
connection) and the maximal value p which is 
assumed by X. (peak bit rate of the connection). A bit 
rate, the instahtSneous as well as the mean bit rate, 
can be measured counting the cells observed durin~ 
a fixed length interval [5]. For measuring the mean bit 
rate, the length of the interval has to be longer than for 
measuring the instantaneous bit rate. 

3. Cell Lo .... In an ATM Network 

We investigate an ATM pipe which is connected as 
an outlet to an ATM multiplexer or switching element. 
If more than one cell arrives at the same time for the 
considered outlet the cells which cannot be 
transmitted have to be buffered instead. In the case of 
buffer overflow this leads to cell losses. The 
instantaneous cell loss probability O.e. the probability 
of loosing an arrMng cell) because of buffer overflow 
at time t results from two types of congestion: 

1) cell level congestion which is not evident on the 
burst level; 

2) burst level congestion. 
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We speak of cell level congestion, when a cell 
arriving at time t is lost although the sum of the 
instantaneous bit rates produced by the sources does 
not exceed the ·permissible load" which is defined as 
follows: Let vu(><t 1' .... '~n) denote the probability that a 
cell of conneCtion i (where 1 ~ i ~ n) arriving at time t is 
lost owing to buffer overflow, given that n connections 
send with instantaneous bit rates ><t 1' •• ·.'><t n at time t. It 
is assumed that this conditional probability is 
independent of i. This assumption is justified if the 
different inlets of the considered switching element 
are served using a fair strategy. The subscript i is 
omitted in the following. For a given value 0* (denot
ing the permissible cell loss probability due to cell 
level congestion), the corresponding permissible load 
C(O*) is defined as the largest value (measured in 
Mbit/s) satisfying the following condition: For an 
arbitrary number n of arbitrary connections which may 
use the pipe and every t 

n 
E X

t 
f ::s C(Q*). f-' , (1) 

Cell level congestion is mainly a consequence of 
the variable cell delay produced by the ATM network 
itself. Variable cell delay arises due to the 
asynchronous multiplexing and the set up and release 
of connections even if only cells of constant bit rate 
connections (CBR) are to be transmitted. 

Burst level congestion occurs if the sum of the 
instantaneous bit rates of the sources exceeds the 
permissible load. 

The permissible load C(O*) can be determined 
calculating vt(><t 1' •••• '~n) and checking inequality (1) 
while increasing the load El ':Ct step by step. In the lit
erature a lot of cell level mOdels have been proposed 
which allow to calculate the cell loss probability 
vt.(~ 1'····'><tn) for an ATM pipe carrying a fixed number 
OT CBR connections ([61, [7], [8]). 

In the case of variable bit rate (VBR) traffic it is 
general'¥. not possible to calculate the conditional 
probability vt(><t 1' •••• '><t n) exactly. However, also in this 
case Vt(~.l, .... ,'?<tn) can be estimated applyinQ the 
above mooels to the stationary state where a pipe is 
offered CBR traffic of n connections with bit rates ><t ' 
i = 1 , ... ,n. ApplyinQ this technique (denoted as quas1-
stationary analysIs in [3]), there is a tendency to 
underestimate C(O*). However, the investigations in 
[3] show that the Influence of this inaccuracy is small if 
connection mixes have to be taken into account 
where big changes in the bit rate of the superposed 
traffic happen only at a moderate rate. 

If a new connection is accepted only if the sum of 
the peak bit rates of all connections including the new 
one does not exceed the permissible load (peak bit 
rate reservation), then . the danger of burst level 
congestion is excluded. With statistical multiplexing 
however, it is allowed that the sum of the in
stantaneous bit rates sometimes exceeds the 
permissible load such that burst level congestion 
occurs. 

App'¥.ing the algorithm presented below, the 
probability of burst level congestion is kept so small 
that for every accepted connection the instantaneous 
cell loss probability is maintained below the 
permissible value Qmax . To achieve this, Q* must be 
chosen smaller than Qmax' In the following it is 

assumed that 0* and 0 (> a*) are predefined fixed 
values (e.g. 0* = 10-11 m,-a 0max = 10-1<». 

4. A Connection Acceptance Algorithm 

4.1 The Algorithm 

In this section we present a generalized version of 
the connection acceptance algorithm developed in 
[4]. The algorithm requires that all connections which 
may be routed over the pipe are segregated into two 
classes. The peak bit rate is allocated to connections 
of class I and the remaining bandwidth can be used 
for statistical multiplexing of class 11 connections. A bit 
rate lower than the peak bit rate is assigned to class 11 
connections as long as the bandwidth c which is 
available for all connections of this class O.e. not oc
cupied by class I connections) is at least CII (where 0 
< CJI S C(O*». CII is the lower bound for statistical 
multlplexing (measured in Mbit/s). 

Consider a pipe occupied by n-1 connections 
which is offered an incoming new connection. It is 
assumed that the bit rates of all connections are 
uncorrelated. Denote the peak bit rates and the mean 
bit rates of all connections, .inclu~ing the incominq 
new one, by PI and ml respectIVely, 1= 1,2, ... ,n. Lata 
denote a value whicti is greater than or equal to th~ 
variance of the bit rate ~J of connection I. Assume 
that connections 1,. .. ,r oelong to class 11 and 
connections r+ 1, ... ,n to class I. Then the connection 
acceptance algorithm (hereafter denoted as 8igma 
Rule) can be expressed as follows: 

The Slgma Rule: If the sum of the peak bit rates 
of all n connections including the incoming new 
one is less than or equal to C(Omax)' i.e. if 

(2) 

then the new connection is accepted. Otherwise 
the incoming new connection is accepted if both 

n 
c - C(Q*) - E Pi ~ CII , (3) 

f-r+' 

i.e. the bandwidth c available for class 11 
connections allows statistical multiplexing, and 

r r 
t" 2 Yt . t" 

q(c) • [ .. eFf ] + .. IIf + ..x Pf ~ c. (4) 

f-' f-' '::Sf~r 
i.e. the bandwidth required for class 11 
connections is less than or equal to c. 

The values CII and q(c), c £ [CII, C(Q*)] , are 
parameters of this acceptance ajorittim which have 
to be determined in advance with the aid of a 
computer program). They depen on the permissible 
cell loss probability amax' the a* chosen and the 
definition of the two classes of connections. In section 
4.3 conditions for these parameters are presented 
under which the algorithm guarantees that the 
instantaneous cell loss probability of every connection 
due to buffer overflow remains below the value Q 
for any arbitrary t. max 



4.2 Upper Bounds for the Variance 

The algorithm presented here uses three 
connection parameters which have to be negotiated 
at call set up time and which have to be pOliced 
throughout the holding time of the connection: the 
peak bit rate P. the mean bit rate m and an upper 
bound a 2 for the variance of the distribution of the 
instantaneous bit rate x,. In order to allow a practical 
implementation of the algorithm. it is necessary to 
choose the upper bound for the variance in a way that 
it is possible for the terminal equipment to specify a 
value at call set up time and that it is possible for the 
network to police this value in an efficient way. The 
statistical multiplexing ~ain is influenced by the dif
ference between the bit rate variance of the source 
and the upper bound which is used for practical 
purposes. Two different upper bounds are discussed 
below. Which of these upper bounds is the most 
efficient depends on the source behaviour. It may be 
favourable to use different upper bounds for different 
services. 

An Upper Bound Calculated from the Mean Bit 
Rate and the Peak Bit Rate 

The variance of a connection with bit rate ~. mean 
bit rate m and peak bit rate p satisfies the following 
inequality: 

ver(xt> • E(X t
2)- (E(Xt»2 S E(P-Xt>-(E(Xt»2 a m- (p-m). (5) 

The upper bound m- (p-m) coincides with the bit 
rate variance if and only if the connection has on/off 
characteristic. i.e. has only two states: sending at 
peak bit rate or not sending at all. Using this upper 
bound. only the two parameters mean bit rate m and 
peak bit rate p are needed to characterize a 
connection. These two parameters can be monitored 
by a dual -Leaky Bucket" if the sources use a traffic 
shaper to control their mean bit rates [9]. (Without 
using traffic shapers it is practically not possible to 
police the mean bit rate without unjustified cell 
discarding [10]). In particular for data connections the 
use of this upper bound seems favourable. 

An Upper Bound for Approximately Gausslan 
Source Distributions 

For many video codecs the bit rate variance may 
be badly overestimated if the upper bound calculated 
above is used. [11] contains an example of a video 
codec where no statistical multiplexing gain can be 
achieved if this upper bound is used for a 150 Mbit/s 
A TM pipe. If the bit rate of the source is approximately 
Gaussian distributed (for video codecs it may be 
possible to achieve such a distribution with the aid of 
an appropriate traffic shaper). then the mean bit rate 
and the variance of a "Gaussian envelope- of the 
negative cumulative distribution function P(>C, > x) can 
be used instead of the exact values; i.e. the mean bit 
rate and the variance of a Gaussian negative 
cumulative distribution function F(x) satisfying F~x) > 
POC>x) for all x ~ E~) (see [2l>. In [5] a policing 
method called -Gabarit policing" IS described which 
allows to monitor whether the behaviour of the source 
fits to the Gaussian envelope. If the bit rate of a traffic 
source is not approximately Gaussian distributed. the 
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difference between the source distribution and the 
Gaussian envelope (which can be policed more 
easily) may become so large that it is more favourable 
to use the upper bound carculated above. 

4.3 Calculation of the Parameters of the Algorithm 

For the computation of the parameters CII and q(c). 
c f [Cn• C(a*)]. the concept of a -critical region- IS 
introduced: 

Any set of connections is defined as belonging to 
the critical region if the following applies: 1j The connections are accepted. 

2 No connection is accepted in addition to these. 
3 The sum of their peak bit rates exceeds C(amax). 
By slightly modifying the proofs used in [4] it can 

be shown that the Instantaneous cell loss probability 
at I of a connection i at time t using a pipe occupied 
by n connections (with peak bit rates PI) satisfies the 
following inequality: 

Qt, i a E(Xt , i - Vt(Xt ,"'" ,Xt,n» I E(Xt , f) 
n 

S Q* + P( 1: Xt l > C(Q*) - Pf)' 
la, , 
l+i fa', 2, ... , n (6) 

Further it can be shown in the same way as in [4] that 
the right hand side of (6) and thus aU. IS less than or 
equal to the permissible probability u mex for every i 
and t if the bit rates of all connections are uncorrelated 
and if the values q(c). c f [Cn• C(Q*)] are chosen so 
large that for every set of n connections belonging to 
the critical region the following condition is fulfflled 
(assume that the connections have peak bit rates PI' 
mean bit rates m, and that connections 1 .... " belong 
to class 11 and connections r+ 1 ..... n to class I): 
For 

n 
c a C(Q*) - 1: Pf' 

iar+' 

the inequality 
r 

r 
end • a [1: ver(x

t 
f)] lit f·' , 

P( (1: Xt f - .) I. > q(c» S . Q.x - Q* (7) 
ia, , 

applies. 
According to the central limit theorem. the 

distribution of the bit rate of the superposed traffic 
obeys approximately a Gaussian distribution if the 
number of multiplexed sources is large. If. for every 
set of connections which belongs to the critical 
region. the aggregate bit rate of the class 11 
connections had a Gaussian distribution. then the q(c) 
could be chosen as an a -quantile of the standardized 
normal distribution for a = a mM - a* (e.g. q(c) s:=s 6.4 
for a = 10-1°. Q* = 10-11) and would be indepen
dent me! C. In this case the equal sign holds in 
inequality (7). 

Generally however the assumption of a Gaussian 
distribution is not justified. Therefore a 'Worst case" 
distribution within the critical region has to be 
determined. For given classes I and 11. values q(c). c f 
[Cn• C(Q*)] have to be postulated and then inequality 
(7) must be checked. In this case the a -quantile of the 
standard normal distribution serves as a lower bound 
for finding values q(c). 

In the 101l0wina examples we make the assumption 
that Q = 10·1~ We choose Q* = 10-11 and assume 
that C~)=C(a ) = 0.85· (48/53)-149,760 Mbit/s 
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= 115.287 Mbit/s. Here it is neglected that the 
permissible load with regard to 0max. is slightly higher 
than with regard to 0*. Furthermore it is assumed that 
the upper bound given by inequality (5) is used for the 
bit rate variance. 

Three different definitions of class 1 and class 1I are 
considered, giving us three different variants of the 
Sigma Rule. A connection with peak bit rate p and 
mean bit rate m is defined as belonging to class 11 if 

aj 164 kbit/s $ p $ 2.048 Mbit/sl AND 10.1 $ m/p $ 0.5j' 
b 64 kbit/s $ p $ 4.096 Mbit/s AND 0.1 $ m/p $ 0.5 , 
c 64 kbit/s $ p $ 6.144 Mbit/s AND 0.1 $ m/p $ 0.5 . 
Otherwise it belongs to class I. 

The following values q(c), c € [CII, C(O*)] are used: 

aj C II = 25 Mb~/s, q!Cj = 8.0 + 4O/c, 
b CII = SO Mbit/s, q c = 8.5 + SO/c, 
c CII = 75 Mbit/s, q c = 8.5 + 75/c. 

Inequality (7) has been checked for these q(c) and 
for every n-tuple O'tl' ... '~ n) of the critical region 
consisting of n conneCtions With mean bit rates ml and 
p'eak bit rates PI satisfying the following conditions: All 
X,I assume onlY the values 0 and PLo For a part of the 
cOnnections the peak bit rate PI IS maximal within 
class 11 O.e. 2.048 Mbit/s in case a), 
4.096 Mbit/s in case b) and 6.144 Mbit/s in case c» 
and m/PI = 0.1. For all other connections of the 
n-tuple PI = 64 kbit/s and m/PI = 0.5. We have no 
formal proof, but there are strong intuitive arguments 
that the worst case is contained in this part of the criti
cal region (compare [4], Section 7). 

5. Evaluation of the Performance of the Algorithm 

In what follows we show how to evaluate for an 
arbitrary connection acceptance algorithm by 
an~ical methods (using the generalized 
multidimensional Erlang loss formula) the connection 
blocking probability of an ATM pipe, i.e. the probability 
that an incoming new connection cannot be 
accepted. 

5.1 Acceptance Regions and Blocking Boundarlea 

To write down the generalized multidimensional 
Erlang loss formula, it is necessary to introduce the 
concept of acceptance regions and blocking 
boundaries [12J, [7]. 

A connection acceptance algorithm defines 
connection types. Two connections are said to belong 
to the same connection type if the connection 
parameters (e. g. mean bit rate and peak bit rate) 
which are forwarded to the acceptance algorithm at 
call set up time have the same values. 

Consider an ATM pipe which is offered a traffic mix 
of k connection types. The acceptance region S is 
defined as a set of k-tuples .n = (n"n2, ••• ,nk) (called 
occupancy states) satisfying the following condition: 

s • { (",'"2' ... ''\) I the connectfon eeceptenc:e elgorttl1lll 
ec:cepts 
", type 1 connectfons, 
"z type 2 comectfona, (8, 

"k type k connections at a tf .... > 

In other words: Given the occupancy state 
(n"n2, ••• ,nl, ••• ,nk), the connection acceptance 
algorithm accepts an incoming new type j connection 
if and only if (n~n2., ... ,nJ + 1, ... ,nk) € S. If 
(n"n2, ••• ,nJ+1, ... ,nk) t ~, then the occupancy state 
(n"n2, ••• ,n1' ... ,n..) is called a blocking state for type j 
connections. ihe blocking boundary T for type j 
connections is defined as the set of air bldcking states 
for type j connections: 

1j • «n,,"z, ... ,nj, ... ,"!t'.s I (n,,"z, ... ,nt',···,"!t"s> 
j • ',2, ••. ,k (9, 

Let us first consider the acceptance region and the 
blocking boundary of an ATM pipe carrying 
homogeneous traffic, i.e. connections of only a single 
connection type (k = 1). In this case there IS a n1mex 
such that 

S • ( (n,' I 0 $ n, $ n,_x ) 1, • ( (n1_ x' ) 

For a connection type having a peak bit rate of 
P, =2.048 Mbit/s and a mean-to-peak bit rate rati~ of 
m/p, = 0.1, 0.2, ... , 0.9, 1.0, we get the follOWing 
values of n1mex by applying the Sigma Rule, case a): 

.,/P, I D.' I 0.21 0.31 0.41 0.5 ... , .0 
n,..x '99 '05 74 59 56 

That means that in this example a statistical 
multiplexing gain can be achieved only for a mean-to
peak bit rate ratio below 0.5. 

Figure 1 shows acceptance regions for further 
examples. Acceptance regions are the sets of all pairs 
(n1, n2) under the respective curves. 
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Figure 1: Acceptance regions (n1, n2). 

The solid curves show acceptance regions for the 
three variants of the Sima Rule (cases a), b) and c». 
For each variant a traffic mix of two connection ty~s 
(that means an acceptance region with k = 2) is 
considered: 



Connection type 1: CBR connections (belonging to 
class I) with a bit rate of 64 kbit/s, i.e. a peak bit rate 
and a mean bit rate of P1 = m1 = 64 kbit/s. 

Connection type 2: VBR connections (belonging to 
class 11) with a peak bit rate which is maximal within 
class 11, i.e. 

P2 = 2.048 Mbit/s in case ai' 
P2 = 4.096 Mbit/s in case b , 
P2 = 6.144 Mbit/s in case c , 

and a mean-te-peak bit rate ratio of miP2 = 0.1. 
The dashed curves show acceptance regions for 

these three traffic mixes if peak bit rate reservation 
(PBRR) is applied as acceptance algorithm, i.e. if 
connections are accepted as long as the sum of their 
peak bit rates does not exceed C(Om ). 
A comparison of cases a), b) and cr shows that the 
statistical multiplexin~ gain decreases when the peak 
bit rates of the multlpfexed connections increase. If 
the number n1 of class I CBR connections is large, 
then the curves for peak bit rate reservation and the 
variants of the Sigma Rule coincide. This is not 
surprising, since statistical multiplexing is applied only 
if a minimum bandwidth CII is available for bursty class 
11 connections O.e. in these examples if c = C(O*)
n1• 64kbit/s ~ CIJ. The application of formula (4) is 
restricted to these cases since no statistical 
multiplexing gain can be achieved if less bandwidth is 
available for class 11 connections. 

5.2 The Generalized Multidimensional Erlang 
Loss Formula 

Consider an ATM pipe carrying a mix of k 
connection types. Using the above introduced nota
tion of an acceptance region S and blocking bound
aries T, the blocking probability B of type j con
nection~ O.e. the probability that ah incoming new 
type j connection has to be relected) can be calcu
lated with the aid of the generalized multidimensional 
Erlang loss formula 

A"' A "z An.,. 
J: ...!.. • ...!.. • •••• ~ 
MT j ",I"zl n.,.1 

MS ",I"zl "kl 

j • ',2, ... ,k (10) 

where A denotes the offered traffic of type j 
connectidns (measured in Erlang). 

This formula is valid if the arrival process of 
incoming new type j connections is a stationary 
Poisson process with arrival rate n and if the distri
bution of the holding time of type jl connections with 
mean 1/Po l,has a rational Laplace transform [12],[7]. 
The offeree traffic of type j connections then amounts 
to A = ~Jer We furthermore define for later use the 
offe~ed uamc volume of type j connections as V = 
A.. p and the total offered traffic volume J as 
V = \t1+V2+"'+V (both measured in ErIMbit/s). 

Let us again firS\ investigate the blocking probability 
of an ATM pipe that carries homogeneous traffic (k = 
1). We compare the following examples: Connections 
of the single connection type on the ATM pipe have 
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either a peak bit rate of ~, = 2.048 Mbit/s, a peak bit 
rate of p = 4.096 Mbit/s or a peak bit rate of 
P1 = 6.144 Mbit/s. They have a mean-to-peak bit rate 
ratio of m,/P1 = 0.1. As connection acceptance 
algorithm we apply either one of the variants of the 
Sigma Rule O.e. case a), b) or c» or peak bit rate 
reservation. 

Figure 2 depicts for these examples the connection 
blocking probability B1 of the single connection type 
on the ATM pipe as a function of the total offered 
traffic volume V = V t. The solid curves show the 
results for the three variants of the Sigma Rule ( cases 
a), b), c», the dashed curves those for peak bit rate 
reservation (PBRR). 

Connection blocking probability BI 

I 
PBRR. 

1.0 PBRR. PI-8.144:Mb;it~1 s=-:::::::::=:::====~ 
PI-4.098 Mbit/~ 

10-1 "'- /. 
PBRR. NI 
PI-2.04B I11 

10-2 Mbit/s 11/ 

"'fl' 
10-3 iN 

, I I 
, I I 

1 0-
4 

" , , , I 
I ' I 10-

5 
, ' , 

, I , , , 
10-·+-....&....L.t-U---+.....I....&-+--_+_---I.f-L-.....&+--+--_+_-+ 

o 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 ErI Mbit/s 

To18l offered traffic volume V-

Figure 2: Connection blocking probability B,,_ in the 
case of homogeneous traffic as a function of tne total 
offered traffic volume V. 

We observe that the traffic handling capability of 
the ATM pipe increases considerably if one of the 
variants of the Sigma Rule is applied Instead of peak 
bit rate reservation. Figure 2 furthermore 
demonstrates the trade-off between the maximum 
peak bit rate allowed in class 11 and the statistical 
multiplexing efficien~. If class 11 is enlarged with 
respect to the peak bit rate p (moving from case a) to 
case c», a larger set of types of connections can 
make use of statistical multiplexing, but q(c) has to be 
increased, makinQ it more difficult to achieve a 
statistical multiplexlng gain (see chapter 4.3). 

considering~ e. connections with a peak bit rate of 
P1 = 2.048 Mbit s, for that reason less connections 
can be accepte in case b) than in case a) and even 
less in case c), resulting in a larger connection 
blocking probability (c.f. the rightmost three curves of 
figure 2). 

We next investigate the blocking probability of an 
ATM pipe that carnes a special mix of heterogeneous 
traffic, namely one of the mixes of· two types of 
connections already taken as a basis for figure 1: 
Pt = m1 = 64 kbit/s, P2 = 2.048 Mbit/s, m2/P2 = 0.1. 
We compare five different examples which we get for 
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a type 2 offered traffic volume in proportion to the total 
offered traffic volume of V iV = 90 %, 70 %, 50 %, 
30 %, 10 % (and correspondingly V1/V = 1 - ViV)o 
As connection acceptance algorithm either the Slgma 
Rule, case a), or peak bit rate reservation is applied. 

Calculation of blocking probabilities using the 
generalized Erlang loss formula (10) generally 
requires a substantial numerical effort. However, for 
the two-dimensional case considered here it was 
possible to calculate the acceptance region S, the 
blocking boundaries T1 and T2 and the blocking 
probabilities B1 and B2 on a personal computer. 

Figure 3 depicts the blocking probability B2 of type 
2 connections as a function of the total offered traffic 
volume V = V 1 + V 2 for the five different examples 
mentioned above. THe solid curves show the results 
for the Sigma Rule, case a), the dashed curves those 
for peak bit rate reservation (PBRR). 
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Figure 3: Connection blocking probability B2 of the 
second connection type in the case of heterogeneous 
traffic as a function of the total offered traffic volume V. 

In this special example the blocking probability B1 
(not displayed) is at any point smaller than the 
blocking probability B2. thiS IS due to the fact that in 
this example the bloCking boundarY T for type 1 
connections is a subset of the blocking bOundary T 2 
for type 2 connections. 

With peak bit rate reservation - dashed curves of 
figure 3 - we observe for moderate values of the total 
offered traffic volume (V = 60 ... 100 ErIMbit/s) that 
the smaller the proportion of type 2 traffic becomes, 
the steeper is the slope of the blocking curves and the 
smaller is the blocking probability. With increasing 
total offered traffic volume all curves finally approach 
the value B2, = 1 asymptotically which is a natural 
property of Blocking curves of loss systems. 

With the Sigma Rule - solid curves of figure 3 - the 
traffic handling capability increases with growing 
prop<?rtion of ~pe 2 VBR traffic which can be 
statistically multlplexed in contrast to type 1 CBR 
traffic. 

Conclusion 

In this contribution we described a connection 
acceptance algorithm Which shows that statistical 
multiplexing of heterogeneous ATM traffic is feasible 
under the condition that the traffic sources shape their 
output according to connection parameters which 
have been negotiated with the network. The results 
confirm that the statistical multiplexing gain is 
considerable if the peak bit rate of most of the 
connections is small compared with the total net 
transmission bit rate of the P~i and if the peak-to
mean bit rate ratio (burstiness of these connections 
is high. A modified version of e Sigma Rule, making 
use of explicit cell loss priorities, is currently under 
study. 
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